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Lockdown need to not be utilized as a factor for Solihull council and other kid securing companies to be
“let off the hook” over the murder of Arthur Labinjo-Hughes, according to one prominent Conservative MP,
as Boris Johnson stated ministers will leave “definitely no stone unturned” to develop what failed in the
event.
Robert Halfon, the MP for Harlow and chair of the education choose committee, stated that while the
pandemic lockdowns and school closures had actually caused a boost in protecting issues and domestic
abuse, the abuse of the six-year-old at the hands of his stepmother and dad needed a forensic
examination into the council’s duties.
” You can’t simply blame this on lockdown due to the fact that it appears to me there has actually been a
remarkable failure by kids’s services and the pertinent authorities. That is the elephant in the space, and
they need to be held to account, and there will be a query into what in the world has actually gone on,”
Halfon stated.
” While I definitely think that lockdowns damaged individuals’s psychological health and health and
wellbeing, which kids have actually been impacted by protecting dangers and domestic abuse, along with
signing up with county lines gangs, that should not let social services off the hook.”
Arthur’s stepmother, Emma Tustin, was sentenced on Friday to 29 years in jail for his murder, while his
daddy, Thomas Hughes, was offered 21 years in jail for murder.
Speaking throughout a byelection project see in north Shropshire, Johnson stated it was vital that lessons
were gained from what took place. “I simply wish to state, on the terrible and terrible case of Arthur
Labinjo-Hughes, like lots of people I discover it difficult to read it, not to mention to comprehend how
individuals might act like that to a defenceless kid,” the prime minister stated.
” It is early days, however I can inform you this, we will leave definitely no stone unturned to learn
precisely what failed because dreadful case.”
The Conservative previous kids’s minister Tim Loughton informed the Sun: “We all have a responsibility to
make certain other susceptible kids are not pull down by social care in the very same method as Arthur …
Funding for kids’s social care has actually dragged and social employees are overstretched and
underestimated, when in reality they ought to be revered as our 4th emergency situation service.
” Early interventions to stop the reasons for protecting issues have actually been watered down to late
interventions to firefight signs. This is an incorrect economy where in this case a kid paid with his life. All
of us have an interest in putting this ideal urgently and a responsibility to ensure it is.”
A major case evaluation is under method into the scenarios around Arthur’s death after it emerged that
social employees had actually gone to your house 2 months prior to he passed away and concluded there
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were “no protecting issues”. West Midlands authorities are likewise being examined for their actions after
being forwarded photos revealing Arthur’s contusions.
Halfon stated: “Every single among them needs to be held liable, from the regional council president to the
director of kids’s services, to individuals who happened to your house– every individual ought to address
for what choices were made.”
Asked if the Solihull case was the idea of an iceberg of post-lockdown abuse, Halfon stated: “God
prohibited that there are other cases as bad as this one, however there has actually absolutely been an
enormous effect on securing, of kids in the house susceptible to domestic abuse, kids dealing with
pressure where moms and dads have actually lost tasks, signing up with county lines gangs, and
practically disappearing from school rolls. This is a broader problem.”
Sir Alan Wood, the previous head of kids’s services for the London district of Hackney, informed the BBC
that the disaster might result in the factor to consider of devoted kids’s security officers taking control of
some regional authority obligations in an independent evaluation of kids’s social care being performed by
Josh MacAlister.
” I believe there’s no doubt that there is a requirement for considerable extra financial investment into
[children’s] services. I do not believe one can merely state that the cause of the occasion is down to the
absence of resources,” Wood stated, pointing out problems in drawing in personnel and barriers in
between various firms included.
A Solihull council representative stated: ” This dreadful disaster has actually had a stunning effect on
Arthur’s household and throughout the entire neighborhood. We send our wholehearted
acknowledgements to everybody impacted. The scenarios around his death will now undergo an
independent evaluation– the regional kid securing practice evaluation– and plainly it would be unsuitable
for the council to comment ahead of the findings of that evaluation.”
Dame Rachel de Souza, the kids’s commissioner for England, stated she felt “shock and revulsion” at the
continual abuse caused on Arthur.
” However, we can’t simply ask ourselves ‘why did they do it?’ ‘how were they able to?’,” she stated. “We
require systems that hear the voice of a kid, a kid plainly able to articulate the abuse they were suffering,
and to be really heard. We require duplicated issues raised by households to be taken seriously.
” The tough reality exists are no easy services to avoidance, however Arthur deserves me as kids’s
commissioner and the rest of the system to be asking the tough concerns and challenging the tough
modifications that might require to be made to safeguard any kid that may be at threat of such malicious
grownups, grownups he had every right to anticipate to enjoy and look after him.”
Nadhim Zahawi, the education secretary, stated he would resolve parliament on Monday on more
procedures. “We are identified to safeguard kids from damage and where issues are raised we will not
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think twice to take immediate and robust action. We will not rest till we have the responses we require.”
Charlotte Ramsden, the Association of Children’s Services president, stated: “Over the course of the
pandemic, regional authorities and partners have actually continued to support all kids and households,
particularly those with the most intense requirements. The social limitations presented to secure larger
public health sadly included a layer of additional intricacy to what is currently an extremely intricate and
difficult location of work. Regretfully, it is not possible to get rid of all danger.
Amanda Spielman, the head of Ofsted, is anticipated to resolve the case early next week when the
inspectorate releases its newest yearly report. Last December Spielman stated: “Teachers are typically
the eyes that area indications of abuse and the ears that hear stories of disregard. Closing schools didn’t
simply leave the kids who– unbeknown to others– suffer in the house without break, it likewise took them
out of sight of those who might assist.”
Ofsted ranked Solihull’s kids’s services as needing enhancement in its last complete assessment report,
released in January 2020, with inspectors keeping in mind: “For some kids, strategies are not advanced
rapidly enough, and in a couple of cases there is drift and hold-up.”
But Ofsted likewise applauded Solihull for enhancing its kids’s services labor force and minimizing its
usage of company personnel, recommending that resources were less of a concern than in some areas.
” There is a suitable level of assistance for freshly certified personnel. The regional authority has actually
guaranteed that personnel in general have workable caseloads. Personnel enjoy to operate in Solihull,
feel well supported and valued,” Ofsted’s inspectors stated.
Source: PM promises to ‘leave no stone unturned’ in evaluation of Arthur Labinjo-Hughes’ death
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